CLIMATE RELATED FINANCIAL
DISCLOSURES IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR
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The Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) was
established in 2015 by the G20’s Financial Stability Board on the premise that
more complete and consistent disclosure of climate-related risks would encourage
better risk management by entities, resulting in a more stable financial system.1 Though
predominantly targeted at the private sector, there is growing interest in the relevance of the
TCFD framework for guiding public sector climate action.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
Market discipline and disclosure efficacy
much-needed

Lessons of past non-financial disclosure frameworks

relationship between the discloser and user(s) of market

imply that critical factors for disclosures to compel

information for managing and monitoring climate risk.

market and entity behaviour include mandatory

However, the extent to which this information can result

adoption; third-party assurance of accuracy and

in the ‘market discipline’ required to drive a transition

relevance; stakeholder power to enforce compliance

towards achieving low carbon and climate-resilient

and punish poor practice; and detailed guidance of both

targets remains unclear2.

how to prepare and interpret reports.

The

TCFD

framework

creates

a
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process of public administration.
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Beyond production of information consistent with

Public sector application

its recommendations, it is suggested that the TCFD’s

The TCFD framework’s generic elements of governance,

success relies heavily on three prerequisites of market

strategy, risk management, and metrics and targets

discipline that exist largely independent of its influence:

have relevance for the public sector, as do TCFDrecommended processes, such as identifying climate
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Ability: that there is capacity to process and/

risks and opportunities and undertaking scenario

or disclose climate change related information

analysis. Further, climate risk disclosure is increasingly

accurately.

becoming a prerequisite, including for municipalities, to

Incentives: that there is motivation to use and/or

minimise borrowing costs. However, beyond its obvious

disclose climate change related information.

relevance to borrowings, the application of the TCFD to

Mechanisms: that there are requisite tools and

broader government policy is less apparent given that:

powers to exercise ‘market discipline’ and/or supply
chain compliance for disclosing, managing and
monitoring climate change risks.

•

The primary focus of government is on delivering

The strict financial intent of market discipline which the TCFD seeks to enable is largely inconsistent with the
Many non-financial climate risks cannot be robustly measured in monetary units, and applying the TCFD’s financial
lens may lack relevance to the broad array of stakeholders to whom government is accountable.

Policy
Considerations
When considering the relevance and applicability of the TCFD within the public sector, we recommend analysis of:
1. TCFD strengths and limitations: While aspects of
the TCFD can support government climate action,

roles and responsibilities defined and aligned across

it is critical that the strengths and limitations of

government to address climate-related financial

the TCFD are understood before considering its

risks and how do these existing functions view the

application to policy.

efficacy of the TCFD framework within the public
sector?

public good services outside of markets.

Phase 1 Report of the Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD, 2016).
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The term ‘market discipline’ is used here to mean the (1) information, (2) ability, (3) incentives and (4) mechanisms of free markets to exert pressure on all market participants, including users and disclosers. This is based on the definition provided by Crockett,
A. (2002). Market discipline and financial stability. Journal of Banking & Finance, 26(5), 977–987. https://doi.org/https://doi.
org/10.1016/S0378-4266(01)00265-5
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3. Administrative Functions: To what extent are

2. Policy alignment: Does the purpose and

4. Implementation Requirements: Where the

objective of the TCFD framework align with the

TCFD framework is deemed able to support the

government’s policy on climate change and how

achievement of government policy, what capacity,

well could it be integrated?

resourcing, oversight and monitoring and crossagency collaboration is required to implement this?

Summary of Publication: Edwards, I., Yapp, K., Mackay, S., & Mackey, B. (2020). Climate-related financial disclosures in the public
sector. Nature Climate Change, 10(7), 588–591. https://doi.org/10.1038/s41558-020-0785-1
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